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Opponent: The eight kinds of attainments are: (1) reasoning,
(2) word, (3) study, (4-6) cessation of three kinds of
misery, (7) attainment of a friend and (8) charity.
Out of these reasoning is that when one understands the intended object only through thinking power} without perception, inference, and verbal testimony. That is the first attainment and is
called tarakam. Tarakam means that which makes one cross the
world-sea. When one faces the obstruction in understanding oneself
and understands through the instruction by the teacher, that is the
second attainment called sutaram.
How?
Because one easily crosses over the world - misery. When one
is not able to understand through other's instruction also and accomplishes (the understanding) through study, that is the third attainment called farayantam. It is called taryantam because it does not
turn away from the act of causing to cross even now and because of
its causing to cross the great object. These are the three means
through which the beings beginning from Brahma attain the desired
objects. It is stated also : "The seers had direct insight into virtuous
conduct. They handed through oral teachings the hymns to the later
generation who were destitute of the direct insight into virtuous conduct. The later generations, declining in the (capacity of) oral communication compiled this work as also the Vedas and the auxiliary
vedic treatise in order to understand their meaning," Bilman means
to illumine, it is stated to be the particular hint for the right illumination (understandingj.' To destroy the obstructions in these means of
accomplishments are the three kinds of destruction of miseries. The
miseries are of three kinds - bodily, etc.2 Out of them, after destroying the bodily miseries like wind, etc., which stand as the obstructin
in the attainment, through the acts prescribed in the- Ayurveda, on
one accomplishes the (knowledge) through any of the three mentioned above, that is the forth attainment called Pramoda.
How?
Because the beings which are devoid of the diseases feel happy.
However, when one accomplishes the knowledge through any of the
three mentioned above after destroying the obstruction caused b~
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living beings in the accomplishments, like man etc., through the
means like those in accordance with the duties of an ascetic or with
giving gifts, etc., that is the fifth type of attainment called pramudita.
How?
Because one who is not grieved, is happy.' However, when
after destroying the super-natural pairs (of opposites) like cold etc.,
given by gods and serving as the obstruction in the accomplishment,
through following one's natural duties, accomplishes (the
knowledge) through any of the above three mentioned, that is the
sixth attainment called modamanam.4
How?
The beings not afflicted by the pairs of opposites feel happy.
Acquisition of friends (is the next). When one attains the absence of
doubts after taking recourse to some good friend who is thoroughly
happy, that is the seventh kind of attainment called ramyaka. In this
world the contact with a good friend is pleasing. To designate the
term ramyaka is used in the sense of ramyka (pleasing) Itself. (The
next is) bestowing gifts. When after overcoming the bad luck through
bestowing gifts one accomplishes (the knowledge) through any of .the
three, that is the eighth attainment called sadfipramuditam. The one
having good luck is always pleased. Therefore, the alleviation of bad
luck is the ever-happiness.
Thus, are explained these eight attainments. Therefore, since
one accomplishes the desired object by taking resort to them, the one
desirous of following the way handed down through earher
authorities should be inclined to (accept) that path.
(Curbs for attainments)
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Opponent : What is the reason that even when the purpose of the
conscious entity as the aim of the constituents is the same, one
experiences the attainments also as the cause?
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Proponent: Because
The three preceding the attainments are curbs.
Accepting the capacity in general of attainment of the object to
be attained the author has stated of the attainment (in singular).5
The above mentioned perverted knowledge, incapability and contentment are the curbs as they work like a curb because they have got
the commonness ,of preventingf The current of attainments always
flowing from the cosmic matter does not reach all the beings as it is
obstructed by perverted knowledge, incapability and contentment.
On account of perverted knowledge (the attainments are obstructed)
in the immovable objects. They are mainly of the perverted
knowledge by nature. On account of incapability (it is obstructed) in
the beasts. They are incapable by nature and have their current of attainments horizontal. Contentment is (the obstruction) in the gods.
They have the current of attainments upwards (and) are contented
by nature. The men have their current of attainment downwards and
(try to) attain by nature. Therefore, they proceed towards faraka, etc.
All the human beings do not accomplish all the attainments always as
they are obstructed by perverted knowledge, incapability and contentment because there is the rule of the relation of principal and
subordinate in case of the Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Therefore, it is
stated that there is the above mentioned threefold curbs of the attainments.
(Attainment removes perverted knowledge, incapability
and contentment)
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As the perverted knowledge, incapabilities and contentment
are opposite to the attainments, so is the attainment to the perverted
knowledge, etc. When that (attainment) originates, it dispelles all of
these.
How?
It dispells the perverted knowledge as it is the non-perverted
knowledge; it dispells the incapability as it is not obstructed in case
of the objects of past, future and present, situated near or situated
away, perceptible to the senses and those beyond the reach of the
senses; it dispells the contentment at all the stages as it leads to the
perception of the conscious entity different from the evolutes of the
cosmic matter? Thus are explained the current (of attainments), the
vital airs and the sources of actions. Taking recourse to these in the
way of. (spiritual life) one attains without delay the highest attainment, i.e., the liberation. It is stated also :
By applying the sources of action alongwith the sources of
knowledge in a right path and on account of the purity of the current
(of attainment), one should behave with the mind free from attachment.
Here ends the ninth discourse of the Yuktidipika.

KARIKA 51
1.

Cf. Naigamakanda of Nirukta.

2.

For the miseries and the means of alleviating them see
karika 1-2.
When one is free from bodily miseries and is free from the pains
caused by other beings, one is still more happy than the former.
In this case one is free from the miseries caused by gods also in
addition to the above two, viz., bodily and those caused by other
beings.
Though attainments are of eight kinds, yet the author has mentioned them in singular in the k"arika.It is through taking their
general purport of attainment of objects without considering
the specifications.
They prevent a man from realising the highest aim of life.
Contentment is the chief obstruction to the discriminative
knowledge of cosmic matter and conscious entity because an
aspirant is satisfied at some lower level and does not aspire for
the discriminative knowledge.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

-

KARIKA 52
(Interdependence of subtle body and dispositions
and two kinds of creation)
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Thus is explained the statement made above that the evolution
is brought about by the union (k. 21). There prevails the difference of
opinion among the authorities in this context. Because the virtue,
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etc., do not arise without the body and since there is no possibility of
some other cause for the body in the absence of virtue, etc., both of
these are beginningless. Therefore, the creation is the same; it was the
same ill the period of past and future periods of time. as it is at
present. The (present) authority says: It is not so. On the contrary,
there is no possibility of virtue, vice, etc., because they are the forms
of intellect and because intellect is the evolute of the cosmic matter.
Then, with the purpose of the cognition of word, etc., and the cognition of the distinction between the constiments and the conscious entity which is different from that cosmic matter, the Sattva, etc.,
remaining situated in the form of intellect egoism, subtle element,
senses and the gross elements produce the body of the great seers
and Hiranyagarbha, etc. And at the time when the six attainments'
have been destroyed, there proceeds the cycle of the world following
function of the Rajas and the Tamas due to the variegation, suppression (and dominance) of the constituents.f
There would be no subtle body without the dispositions.

The remaining sentence is that it (subtle body is) in the form of
god, man and beasts.3
There is no accomplishment

of the dispositions

without subtle

body.

The accomplishment is intended in the sense of the production.
Therefore, creation proceeds in two ways - the subtle body and
the dispositions.

The evolution called subtle body and that called dispositions
takes place at the time after the destruction of the six attainments.
The body in the form of the adhikara (office bearer like Brahma
etc.)" are produced just immediately after the cosmic matter. Therefore, the creation is of two kinds: of the form of the bodies of the
office bearers and of that called dispositions. The theory of those
who hold that the virtue and vice, and body are mutually the cause
and effect, is refuted through the statement 'the cause is the
unmanifest'r' In the case of the Samkhyas who state that the initial
activity of the cosmic matter is due to the virtue, vice and authority
(or inherent capacity of constituents to evolve), the supposition one
of these serves no purpose.
How?
If the authority (or inherent capacity of the constituents) is
enough for the initial activity of the cosmic matter, what is the purpose of virtue and vice? If it is argued that the above two have
capacity for the initial activtiy of the cosmic matter without the (in-
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herent capacity of the constituent) in this case also what is the use of
authority (or inherent capacity of constituents), (Because) the
capability for initial activity of the cosmic matter is in those two only.
Therefore, the creation is twofold caused by the inherent capacity or
. constituents and the dispositionsf Just as the body which is undivided (in itself) may be divided in case of the activities leading to
virtue, wealth, enjoyment and liberation and, hence, there are the
postulations of hands, etc., similarly, the creation of all the beings
without division may be capable in the (different) acts leading to virtue, wealth and enjoyments.

KARIKA 52
1.

These are explained latter on.

2.

The rajas and tamas start dominating the objects and, hence,
the deterioration in everything starts.
It is because the nature of further birth is determined through
the dispositions or the subtle body.
Adhikiira in Samkhya-Yoga is a technical term denoting the
very capacity of the constituents to evolve in the form of the object. In the present case it seems to denote the body produced
out of the capacity of the constituents.
The sense is that the ultimate cause is the cosmic matter only
which automatically evolves without standing in need of some
dispositions, etc. Therefore, virtue and vice do not serve as the
cause in initial state of creation.

3.
4.

5.

6.

The former works for the creation of the elements while the latter is useful for transmigration as it determines the nature of
further birth.

KARIKA 53
(Creation of the living beings)
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The divine beings are of eight kinds; that of the lower beings is
of five, and that of the human beings is oj one kind.
The expression 'of eight kinds' means 'of whom there are eight
kinds'. 'Of eight kinds' means 'of eight varieties'. They are Brahmii,
Prajapati, Indra, Pirt Gandharyas, Yaksa, Rakses and Pi{aca. The
animals are of five kinds: cattle, wild beasts, birds, reptiles and immovable objects. That related to human beings is of one kind only, because there is no possibility or propriety of some other species in it.
Question : Is the creation of beings of these kind only, or is there
some other kind also?
Reply: There are the further kinds of these only due to the differentiation found in the classes of various places.' This is however,
Briefly the creation of beings. What (does it mean}? 'Is taught'
is the remaining sentence. There, those of the celestial beings is due
to the differentiation into sadhya, Marut, Rudra etc., of the lower
animals due to the differentiation into tame and wild, etc., of the
human beings due to the difference into Brahma!).a,Ksatriya, Vit and
Sudra, The difference in the plants would be endless if stated in
details. Therefore, the creation of beings is stated in brief.
1. There may be some internal differences among these, but they
are not taken into consideration, as it is explained latter on.

KARIKA 54
(Division of creation into three justified)
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Opponent: The other kinds also should be stated, because of the difference of the aperatures of life. The difference into beings is
taught here as threefold into gods, human beings and lower
animals. The apertures of life are, however, told as four. Therefore, the others (remaining) kinds should also be stated.
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Proponent: No, because of the capacity of their inclusion into the
qualities of the constituents. Those whose apertures open upwards abound in Sattva. Those whose apertures open
downwards abound in Rajas. Those whose apertures open on
sides and those possessing the main aperture abound in Tamas.
Therefore, these (last) two are mentioned without difference.
(creation in upper order abounds in Sattva)
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Objection ~The demons also should be mentioned. Or, the mention
should be made without differentiation into gods, men or lower
animals.1
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KARIKA 54
1.

2.
3.
4.

The objector means to say that the enumeration is not correct
as it does not apply to demons, etc., because they are not included into any of the above. If such a differentiation is not
desirable, the differentiation into gods, men and"beast should
also not be"accepted.
It is because all of them represent the artists.
The fourteen kinds are: eight kinds of divine or celestial beings,
five kinds of lower animals and one kinds of human beings.
The three kinds are those stated above as abounding in sattva,
abounding in rajas and those abounding in tamas.

KARIKA 55
(Pain caused by old age)
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Here, the sentient Purusa experiences the pains caused by old age
and death.
The expression caused by old age and death refers to pains
caused by old age and those caused by death. The pains caused by
old age, are like the wrinkles on body, incapability in the activity of
walking, etc., without the stick, incapability of the senses in the enjoyment of objects, excessive breathing, the turbidity in eyes due to the
water coming out of them, falling of the teeth, deformity in complexion, break of continuity in utterance, dull memory, etc.
(Pain caused by death)
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The pain caused by death is like the desisting of the union of
the earth, etc., in respect of the situation in the form of the body, and
their desisting from the favour of giving scope to the body caused by
the collection of the activities (of various limbs) for bringing out the
difference in the nature (of many objects). Due to the deformity in
the substratum of the senses, the word, touch, form, taste and smell
are not cognised as they exist, and they are cognised as they do not
exist as also the cognition of all the objects not in conformity with the
object or as included (in other object) or contradictory (to the object), for example, cognition of devils etc., in place of the fart of the
disc of the moon from south and of the whitish sky, etc., Similarly,
having many kinds of diseases arising of non-balanced proportion of
air, etc., suffering from destruction of all the functions of the senses,
becoming loosened of all the limbs, looking of the eyes as red, yellow
and full of water, with the joints of the inner vital parts as looking erroneously burning and breathing, not finding any protector in the
worlds even when the worlds are with Brahman (as the protector of
all) while looking in all the directions for water, with the knowledge
brought near one's own body (i.e. self centred), due to the knowledge
of soul (in the body) due to the attachment, etc., for much time,
remembering of himself and of own kith and kins in the attainment of
faint memory (of past), he becomes deprived of the ten kinds of
family - this is the misery caused by death which is must, most painful to all the beings, unproduced, inevitable and lasting for indefinite
time, which is called utter gloom by the high souled and the great
seers. This misery is observed in the conscions entity due to its association with consciousness because there is no possibility of consciousness in the joints (stated) of the elements,viz., cosmic matter,
intellect, egoism, subtle elements and the gross elements. Having
considered this it is stated by the authority that the sentient conscious entity gets the misery caused by old age and death.
(Pain caused by birth need not be mentioned)
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Opponent : Mention should be made of the misery caused by birth
also. As the old age and death cause great misery to the soul, in
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the same way the birth also (causes that). For example, it
experiences the misery caused by birth as it remains with the
body covered withthe outer skin in the belly of the mother,
covered by dirt, with tile limbs troubled because of the impossibility of the required pleasure, remaining in the (small) receptacle of the size of bruise only, troubled by the eating, etc., of
the mother, after experiencing the misery of remaining in
feotus and afterwards coming out of the contracted hole in the
two bones, with the body covered with urine, blood and uterus,
and troubled by the touch of the external air and the hands
comparable to a sword, incapable of conveying the selfexperienced misery present in his own body, and troubled by
postulating the pleasure, pain, in other one the analogy of his
own and troubled by strong limbs and thus accumulating
various miseries one experiences the misery of birth. Therefore, that should also be mentioned.
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Proponent: No because it is II0t applicable to all. The misery caused
by birth takes place in case of human beings and lower animals
only' not and not in the case of gods.
How?
Becau~e their body originates only within a moment like a flash
of lightning. The misery caused by old age and death does not cease
to be for them also. Therefore, this only is mentioned prominently
and not the other.
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Opponent: It leaves
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contingency for the mention of the other, be-

cause the case is similar. The old age or death is not heard with

reference to the places of gods. Therefore, on account of its
non-appl~cability to all, there arises the undesirable contingency of the non-mention of these two also.
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No, because of the statement of the smrti, Old age is that which
meets decay, thus it conveys decay. That takes place in the place of
gods also.
Why?

Because it is stated:
In case of the beings falling from the world of gods there takes
place close clinging to Rajas, deformity in the limbs of the body, and
their blooming becomes fade?
I
There was, the decay of the bodyof Sakra, etc., due to the fact
of mention of the disease with reference to them. It is stated: It is the
tvastriyam chant. It is not that Indra though toiling hard could not
make all the beings sleep, he made them all sleep with this chant.
The air of Prajfpati met destruction. There was the destruction of
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soma due to the curse by Daksa. Thus, Prajapati gave his daughters
in the form of the Naksatras to the king Soma. The Soma stayed with
Rohini only. Those ignored Naksatras went back (to Prajapati).
Therefore, when not approached by them he (Soma) goes back to
him Prajfpati. He requested him (Soma) that they should also be
given to him. He did not give them again to him. He said I will give
them to you again if you stay with all equally. He stayed with Rohia]
only and for telling that lie he became sick. The King Soma is the
moon "itself and the disease which associated with the King
originated as the disease of the King. He dried up like a piece of
grass. He approached Prajapat]. He (Prajiipati) told, if you stay
equally with all, then, only I will release you from that. Therefore, the
moon stays equally with all the Naksatras. Therefore, there is the
misery caused by old age in the place of gods also. There is the
misery caused by death due to entering the interior of the earth in
case of them who are born there; Yayati is the example of that. Thus
is stated in the Gopath Brahmapa, 'there were fifteen hundred gods.
They decreased due to their sin to Brahmli, Then there were only
thirty-three, that is stated through the verse also. Out of the fifteen
hundred brothers the thirty three gods only remain. The remaining
disappeared.
In the Svetara!1ya also there is the misery caused by Rudra to
Antaka.
Or because it is merely all example. Or it is merely an example
of the misery. Or the elision of the word 'etc'., should be stated (as
intended here).4 The misery caused by old age and death is intended
in the form of the example, and not some other misery.
Why is it so?
In that case also we can postulate through the power of words
the elision of the word 'etc.', on account of its being an example. It is
not so, because that. (misery caused by old age and death) is the
abode of all the miseries.5 The misery caused by old age and death is
the abode of all the miseries, common to all.
How?
Because it is a cause of misery to the relatives and mends also.
It is not so in case of that (misery) caused by birth, because it is the
cause of happiness to relatives. And because in the world beginning
from Brahmli upto the blade of grass, no one rises above the misery
caused by old age and death.
(The world is full of misery)
~lfQtSf4f.tCf*,{d~I«§:~~

II ~~ II
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Up to the time the subtle body does not retire. Therefore, briefly

speaking misery is (found in the world).
Because the small pleasure is pervaded by that (misery).
Misery must be there as long as the subtle body does not retire, there
is the possibility of (birth in) other worlds one after the other on account of the capability of the past impressions. Thus, it is stated:

171C pleasure, pain and doubt are entertained (experienced) at
many places in accordance with the occasion (or ill succession).
If it is asked how the pleasure is pervaded by misery, (we
reply), because of the possibility of impurity, decay and surpassability
right from the (world of) Brahmii, And, because that (possibility) is
the cause of misery (It is known through the following). : because the
disease of eyes is heard in case of 'prajapati, he cause of the trouble of
sexual desire in case of Indra, because of the defeat of Gautama and
because of the attainment of the state of stone in case of Rambha
through the curse, because of the trouble of Sarpasatra to the serpents, and there is the attainment of the state of elephant in case of
Vaisravana on account of the curse of Yaska, because of the stay in
hole in case of the parents of Jaratkaru, because of banishing the
Pisacas through the use of vedic chants, medicines, and auspicious
things, and because the human beings and the lower animals are
directly observed to be the abode of misery. Therefore, there is no
place in the world where misery may not approach the soul present
with the subtle body, and hence such a means should be known
through which the absolute destrnction of the subtle body takes
place. From that only takes place the cessation of all the miseries.
The term 'briefly' is used to give scope to the (existence of) pleasure
and indifference also. Otherwise, there would have been accepted
their absence in the world.
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The sense is that due to the deformity in the material components of the body one gets psychologically disturbed and thus
does not cognise the objects truely.
The gods do not undergo the above process in the origination of
their body.
It is the misery of death in them.
The word 'etc.', should be understood as occuring in the karika
but elided.
The na in the text become meaningful only if we punctuate the
original sentence in the following way-parikaipayitumidamiti.
Ucyate-na; sarvaduhkhiispadatviit. Pandeya and Chakravarti do
not give comma after na, which makes the sense of the text just
opposite of what the author intends.
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(Creation meant for conscious entity)
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Thus, after duly explaining the evolution, the seer states summarising the same:
This evolution (of three kinds) called the evolution of elements,
evolution of objects, and the evolution of mental dispositions brought
about by cosmic matter itself proceeds for the emancipation of each
conscious entity (and thus) for other's sake (though appearing)for the
sake of (cosmic matter) itself.
Through the mention of the word 'iti' (the author) suggests end
of (the discussion about) evolution. Through the word 'e~a' the (subject matter) already stated is intended again for the sake of conclusion. The term 'brought' out by cosmic matter means that which is
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done by cosmic matter. Through this (is suggested that) for the purpose of ending the discussion the existence of cosmic matter is already , established .'through the direct inference and the
inference-by-elimination, The negation of the atom, etc., is intended.
It (the evolution) is brought by cosmic matter and not through something else like atom.1 Through the word 'proceeds' the (author)
states continuance of the activity. It has neither finished its activity
nor will it undertake the activity in future. On the other hand, the activity is going 'on in the form of the bodies, etc., of infinite souls and
also through mutual favour (i. e. to both cosmic matter and conscious,
entity).2 This kind of activity is never of the form of past or future.
On the contrary, it is in the form of presence, as in the case of 'the
rivers flow', 'the mountains are there', etc. Through the expression
'the evolution of the elements, beings and mental disposition', the
author names (those) eartier stated to conclude. 'Of the element'
refers to the intellect, etc., 'of dispositions' refers to virtue etc., and
of elements to the sky, etc. The expression emancipation of each conscious entity means the emancipation of all the conscious entities individually. That proceeding for that is conveyed through the
expression for the liberation of each of the conscious entity. The
sense is that for the purpose of removing (fulfilling) the desire of the
power attached to all the conscious entities separately. The evolution
is meant for other appearing (as if) it is meant for the ~cosmic matter) itself. It is through the relation of effect and cause. The effects
like' word are related to the senses as their objects; hence the crea.tion is as if for themselves. The greediness of the senses which have
not attained their objects, inferred through the change in their location is as if for their own sake. Similar is the case with becoming the
gate of the objects in case of raising doubt, ideation and determination; similar is the case of becoming the object of the activity in case
of mind, etc. Similar is the case with the merging of their activity by
mind and egoism into intellect; intellect's attaining the state. of calm,
terbulent and deluding as also the agency of determination; similarly,
becoming mutually helpful in case of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas which
have the characteristic features of light, activity and restraning
respectively. It is in fact not meant for their own sake (i.e. for agent)
because all are non-sentient in nature. On the contrary, the commencement of the activity is (actually) meant for other; because of their
being composite in nature.4
(Multiplicity of the cosmic matter refuted)
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Opponent : The statement that the commencement of activity is'
meant for the liberation of each conscious entity is wrong; because there is difference of opinion amongst the authorities.
The cosmic matter attached with each conscious entity forms
the objects like body, etc. (for that conscious entity). Out of
them, when the magnanimous body starts functioning, the
others also do so. And, when that stops activity, they also stop
functioning-thus believes the Samkhya authority Paurika.
Then, without refuting it how can it be accepted that the cosmic matter is one.
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Proponent: No, there is 110 proof (for it). It cannot be decided so
through perception, because all the cosmic matters are beyond
the reach of the senses. Nor is there some undoubtless probans.
We have not accepted the person stating like this as reliable
and hence we believe that it is not so.5 Moreover, the purpose
can be fulfilled with one (cosmic matter) only. Since it is not
limited in magnitude, the single conscious entity only is enough
to produce the bodies for all the conscious entities. Therefore, .
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the postulation of some other serves no purpose. If it is argued
that since the cosmic matter is limited in magnitude. it may be
like this : if it is said, that the cosmic matter is limited in magnitude. It is not so because it would involve the undesirable
contingency of its complete destruction. In this way also arises
the undesirable contingency of the destruction of that as in the
case of the milk.6 Similarly, there arises the undesirable contingency of the complete destruciton of the world. Moreover, it
involves the undesirable contingency of infinite regress. (Also)
because a single yogi or I~vara attains many bodies through
will, which becomes unjustifiable due to the finite nature of the
cosmic matter. Or, if the cosmic matter is supposed to be different in case of each body, there arises the undesirable contingency of (the number of) cosmic matter. Since it is accepted as
the cause of the body which is limited in magnitude, the. postulation of some other cosmic matter serves no purpose. And,
hence, this cosmic matter is one only. Therefore, it is wrong
that the cosmic matters are different in case of conscious entity.
As regards the statement that the others start functioning when
the cosmic matter attached with the principal conscious entity
starts functioning and when that ceases to funcion, the others
also cease, we say: no, because there is no superiority. Just as
the souls cannot activate each other due to the lack of superiority amongst them, in the same of these way, (cosmic matters) also. Or, if the superiority exists (in cosmic matters), there
will arise the undesirable contingency of the un-justification (of
acceptance of cosmic matter) because of the dissimilarity.
Therefore, that only a single cosmic matter proceeds to act for
the purpose of liberating each conscious entity, is right.
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The expression brought about by COSD11C matter implies:
(i) the existence of cosmic matter, (ii) causality of cosmic matter, (iii) refutation of the other causes like atoms postulated by
other systematists.
The sense is that the cosmic matter always goes on doing the activity. It is inferred through the bodies always produced from
the cosmic matter.
I.e., the cosmic matter fulfills the purpose of the ccinscious entity by creating the bodies.
The sense is that a composite is necessarily meant for some
non-composite. Cf. Karikii 14.
It wards off the possibility of the third means of knowledge, viz.,
verbal testimony.
If it is admitted that many cosmic matter actfor the fulfilment
of the purpose assigned to them separately, the cosmic matter
would be limited in magnitude and consequently non-eternal. It
is justified through an analogy. Milk is limited in nature and
comes separately from many cows for individual calves and is
destructible. The same would be the case if the cosmic matters
are considered to be many.
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(Activity of the non-sentient cosmic matter)
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Opponent : There arises the impossibility of that (activity of cosmic
matter) because it is non-sentient in nature. The activity is not
observed in case of the non-sentient objects like pot. If the cosmic matter is also non-sentient, the activity for the object of the
conscious entity is not possible in case of it also. If the activity is
there, it (cosmic matter) would be sentient. Then, the statement that the cosmic matter acts for the purpose of liberating
every conscious entity becomes wrong.
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Proponent: No, because of the justification through an example. As
there is the activity (of f10wingy in the non-sentient milk for the
growth of a calf, so is the activity of the cosmic matter for the
liberation of the conscious entity.
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As the insentient milk acts (i.e. flows) for the purpose of the'
growth of the calf, so the cosmic matter also acts for the purpose of
the liberation of the conscious entity. And, it would not come to be
sentient also. If it is argued that it is wrong because it is still to be
proved, it may be like this: It is still to be proved whether the activity
(of flowing) in case of milk is for the purpose of the growth of calf or
not. Therefore, the example is wrong because it is still to be proved.
This is also wrong. Why? Because it (i.e. flowing of milk) is absent in
the absence of that (purpose) and it is present in the presence of
that. Wherever the growth of the calf is not present, the activity (of
flowing) of the milk is not observed. And it is observed wherever the
earlier exists. If it is observed in the presence of this (purpose), the
activity is observed to be meant for this (purpose), just as the activity
of a potter with reference to a pot. This kind of purpose is meant by
us when we say that it is meant for that. Therefore, the example is not
yet to be proved.'
(Evolution does not contradict the theory of Satk"A.rya)
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If it is argued that it would contradict the theory of preexistence of the effect in the cause because of the statement of its
(earlier) non-existence. We reply No, because that (production) is
synonym of the manifestation. Through the authority of the scriptures and the worldly behaviour (we maintain that) that (production)
is synonym of manifestation. The scripture also declares that the intellect is only existent which means that it is only in manifest form. In
the worldly usage also it is stated that 'there is no water in this well'.
It is not that the water is not there anywhere in the well, (the fact is
that) it is not manifest. Therefore, itdoes not involve the contradiction with the theory of the prior existence of the effect in the cause.
(God does not inspire for the activity)
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If it is argued that the case is not proved because the cosmic
matter is inspired to act by the unseen factor like virute, vice, etc., the
case may be like this. The milk fows when inspired by virtue and vice
and not the growth of the calf.
That is also wrong.
Why?
Because it involves the similar defect. Virtue and vice which are
.ion-sentient in nature inspire the milk to flow at the time of growth
and cease to do so when the (purpose of) growth is over. Therefore,
even in this postulation, there arises the same defect.2 If it is argued that it (flowing of milk) is due to the inspiration of God, the
case may be like this. The God causes the milk to flow for the calf
and the milk does not flow itself. That is also wrong.
Why?
Because it is (already) refuted. The act in God is already
negated (by us). Therefore, it is also wrong. If this is the case, the example stands (unrefuted). The followers of var~aga1)yaput forth this
example (in this context). Just as there is the activity in the non-sentient bodies of man and woman towards each other, similarly (there
is the activity) in the case of non-sentient cosmic matter.
~,

;rrq:,f'l~

Cfitl'l"lJIUldOT<U!iS;(q~'1
~
?

~

~

"'1"

F: ~1f;l'4'lI-

Opponent : How is it known that the conscious entity is related with
the manifest which originates for that and not merely thrcugh
vicinity, as in the case of a mendicant3.
.
~-"'1",

3HQcPf>HiTTqI ~1f;l'4'lI:lI~(it(jq~QiliUJt

~-

m: f(lIF~('q~IF~'I:Zffilld~I<'id'qd<tI
Proponent: No, because it involves the undesirable contingency of absence of liberation. In the case of one who admits the experience of the conscious entity merely through vicinity there
arises the undesirable contingency of absence of liberation because the vicinity is eternal (always). Therefore, it is wrong.
(Activity towards the one not causing it)
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If it is argued that it is wrong to admit the activity of the causes
(to bring out an effect) towards the one who does not instigate? It
may be like this. The mendicant is not an instigator of the harvest
etc., hence the harvest does not grow for him. Similarly, the conscious entity is also not an instigator of the act. (But) it is non-conclusive to say that it is wrong that the activity of those is meant for
him. The calf is not the instigator of the activity of milk but still the
flowing of the milk is there for him. Therefore, it is right to say that
the activity of cosmic matter is for the liberation of the conscious entity, and it does not involve the undesirable contingency of (admitting) the sentient of the cosmic matter.

KARIKA 57
1.

2.
3.

The argument has met severe criticism at the hands of other
systems specially the Advaita vedanta. The interpretation of
purpose offered by the Yuktidipikaminimizes the force of the
criticism. It is true to say with the critics that the milk is observed to come out of cow's udders even after the death of the
calf leading to admit that the purpose of calf does not inspire
the flow of the milk of the cow. Similarly, the purpose of the
conscious entity also does not inspire the cosmic matter to
evolve. The Yuktidipik-a gives a clue to interpret the argument
as everything in the universe is designed naturally and the purpose of others is served thereby. Just as milk comes out of the
udder of the cow naturally and the nourishment of the calf takes
place. If such a purpose is not admitted, the objects of the
universe become purposeless.
The sense is that in this case also activity would be inspired by
non-sentient only.
What the objector means is that the conscious entity should be
considered to come in contact with anybody and not with the
one specially prepared for it just as the mendicant gets any food
not specially prepared for him.

KARIKA 58
(Activity is natural in cosmic matter)

am, ~,
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Rftr I
Opponent : No, because it involves the undesirable contingency of absence of initial activity. If the initial activity of cosmic matter is
meant for the isolation of conscious entity, in that case the
isolation is already accomplished in the absence of that (activity) and; hence, arises the undesirable contingency of the absence of initial activity. When the cosmic matter starts its initial
activity. When the conscious entity is in the state of isolation, its
initial activity is not meant for that (isolation) of the conscious
entity.
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Proponent: AS THE WORLDLY MAN BEGINS ACTIVITY TO
SATISFY THE DESIRE, IN THE SAME WAY THE COSMIC MATTER STARTS ITS ACTIVITY FOR THE EMANCIPATION OF THE CONSCIOUS ENTITY.
It is already stated earlier that there is the desire for mutual
contact in cosmic matter and conscious entity since they are respectively posessed of the power of being an object of enjoyment and the
agent of enjoyment, and because both will be meaningless in the
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absence of the other: In the worldly life also it is observed that the
activity for the purpose of satisfying the desire is meant for its cessation only; similarly, the activity of the cosmic matter is also meant for
its cessation only. If it is argued that cosmic matter starts the activity
for the satisfaction of the desire due to the power of the object of experience and, the agent of experience, there would arise the undesirable contingency of non-proceeding to the activity towards the
other conscious entities when it has fulfilled its purpose in one case
(i.e. has proceeded for activity for consciouss entity), it may be like
this. The cosmic matter would desist from the activity after showing
itself to one conscious entity and in this way there will result the satisfaction of the desire of the power of being the object to be enjoyed
and that of being an agent of enjoyment.'

.

-

.

:

(

-
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It explains that the cause of initial activity is the inherent nature
of cosmic matter to evolve, while the cessation of it is caused by
the fulfilment of the purpose of conscious entity.

-

KARIKA 59
(Cosmic matter desists from activity after rise of knowledge)
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It is also not correct to say that there is no activity at all.
Why?
Because of the force of the other example.
What is that like?
Just as a female dancer having shown (her dance) to the spectators (stage) desists from dancing, tile cosmic matter desists from acting after showing herself to the sentient entity.

The stage is the group of people desirous of seeing (the dance),
are of various castes, nature' and knowledge (intellectual development). The act of gratifying that i.e. the act of dancing by the dancer
is meant for many persons. If someone asks here why does it (dancing girl) not desist (from dancing) when it is seen by the teacher of
dance or the other actors or the newsmongers?
How is it?
Because it has not fulfilled her purpose. Similarly, how can the
cosmic matter be contented after satisfying the desire of a single conscious entity when it starts its activity for the purpose of satisfying
the desire of many person through the cause-effect relation?
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Therefore, the desisting from the activity is not justified after
showing itself to a single conscious entity (in case of cosmic matter).
Andhere1........
.

KARIKA
1.

59

Some portion of the text is lost here.

-

KARIKA 64
(Rise of true knowledge)
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The conscious entity is the witness of the effect, instrument of
activity and the acts. Therefore, the elemental objects like bead,
hands, etc., and the products of egoism like the ears etc., and the
organ of speech, etc., and also tbe doubt, I-notion and determination- are not myself since their nature is opposite. Nor am I the eight
causes (modificants). Through the repeated practice in this way in
case of self-controlled aspirant who concentrates on the practice of
(pondering over) the categories (or Truth), about tbe egoistic sense
through the negation of identity with the imaginary objects (following
is the result):
The complete (knowledge arises that) 1 am 1I0t, nothing is mine,
not-I
And due to the cognition of the opposite nature (of the
categories) right from the cosmic matter.
011 account of absence of Error.
Due to the cessation of the states of ignorance of five kinds (lit.
flowing in five streams), there arises undisturbed, eternal, contradictory to the adherence to all the mental dispositions, without doubt
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non-perverted knowledge of the intellect in which virtue, etc., have
increased,
arises pure and absolute knowledge.

(Difference between pure and absolute)
~,~~I3P«IUs;fl'l~I'1¥i?:lf~I$~~m~q~I~'4d<i0<f4¥iq1flifd

I

Opponent : The pure is itself the absolute.' one of them should not
be mentioned because there is no difference in meaning.
Whatever is pure, is absolute and, hence, because of the nondifference in meaning it was possible not to mention the one of
the two.
~
!l0IH1Hc,qR'{Rt~~(ql(t
I ~~
~
q4&1f<lfl~-:q~
il~~qfl~I~~m
II~)( II

q6oll~"~-

Proponent: Because it is the cause of dispelling the form of the other
constituents (than Sattva). It is pure which is so due to nonaccompainment of Rajas and Tamas, and is absolute, devoid of
doubt and perversion and is extraordinary (or quite a new)
knowledge of soul.
(The body is not destroyed first after attaining knowledge ... )
~,d('{i*fMl~q

fitftJ

~tffiJ:~

I~

~~fi.lI~'1f~I'1~¥W<'-

I

Opponent: It comes to imply the destruction of the body at the rise
of that kantea the result of ignorance?

KARIKA 64
1.
2.

The sense is that the pure knowledge would be devoid of any
kind of mistake while the absolute also means the same.
Some portion of the text after it which also perhaps contained
the commentary on Karika 65 and 66, is lost.

-

KARIKA 67
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Proponent:
The body is the result of ignorance. I. Hence, the
aspirant is the knower of the distinction. When virtue and the
rest cease to be the cause, the knower (of discrimination) remains
invested with the body due to the past impression (impulse) just
as the revolving of the potter's wheel through the earlier momentum (or impulse).
The virtue, etc., acquired in earlier life (body) do not serve as
the cause. Intellect2 .••• (The virtue, etc.,) are located in the intellect
as they have not served their purpose. The intellect is , however, the
cosmic matter itself, then the person invested with the discriminative
knowledge remains (embodied) due to the. force of past impression
(impulse).3
What is the example here?
He remains with the body like the revolving of potter's wheel. It is
like this. The revolving of the potter's wheel is the act capable of
(meant for) producing the pot, etc., caused by the stick which has
come to be an object of the effort of the potter. Similar to the
potter's wheel means 'like that'. The revolving of the wheel is meant
for (the production of the) pot. It (the revolving) does not come to
an end even when the pot is produced on account of the past
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momentum or impulse. Nor does it subsist after the impression of
past momentum is over. Similarly, the body meant for the rise of right
knowledge exists even .when the right knowledge is acquired on account of the past impressions. Nor does it subsist after the past impressions are over.

kARIKA
1.
2.
3.

67

The author introduces the problem as to why the body does not
perish just after the attainment of knowledge.
Some part of the text is lost here.
The cause of further birth is over but the liberated person
remains embodied.

KARIKA 68
(Merging of the objects into cosmic matter)
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When the dispositions come to an end, the body caused by
them is separated ( from the conscious entity), then:
After attaining the: separation from the body.

,
The virtue arid vice which have fulfilled their purpose get
merged into the intellect the parts of the material elements which
cause the formation of the body (get merged) in all the gross elements, the gross elements into the subtle elements, the senses and
the subtle element into egoism, egoism ,intellect into the unmanifest
(cosmic matter),. This series of elements is produced from the cos-mic matter for that purpos and gets merged again into the cosmic
matter when that (purpose) is over.' The cosmic matter also
produced the body in different series of births for the conscion entity
for that purpose only. And, that purpose isfulfilled ; therefore.
(Attainment of liberation)
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When the cosmic matter ceases to act because the purpose is ful-filled.

Then (the conscion entity attains liberation) is felt by the one

...tIo has got over the senses, subtle, present everywhere, praiseworty
commended) non-created, pure, non-destructible and complete:
(The conscion entity) attains liberation which is both etemal and
final.

This state has been explained by the buddhists as the liberation
in the form of nirvana in which no conditoin for attribute exists.
• !YOve this is the Brahman eternal, pure and devoid of fear? Here is
the re-merger of all the attributed of the conscion entity. After
sttaining this and after getting devoid of attachment and aversion
which took place for a beginingless time one is liberated from all
troubles (or efforts), and bindings. For this the Brahmans after
abandoning the relation with all dear ones, ,son,wife,and weath exert
their bodies in the forests engaging themselves in the service of the
preceptor. How may there arise the eternal and final isolation with this the preceptor concluded the sastra with which he started it.3

KARIKA 68
1.
2.

3.

The process of merging back is opposite to that of evolution.
This is the sign of influence of upanisadic philosophy on
Sarnkhya. In strict Samkhya terminology Brahman may be interpreted as the creative aspect of the cosmic matter.
With this the doctrinal part of the bood come~ to an end.

KARIKA 69
(Purpose of the Samkhya philosophy)
am,~~n~qr~st<'fllf:tldf~f(1

?

Opponent: For what purpose and by whom was this sastra related in
the Beginning.
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Proponent: As to the question for what purpose (was this !astra related) FOR THE OBJECT OF HUMAN LlFE1 WAS THIS...
How can there be the liberation of the beings who fall pray of
the past impressions due to their ignorance - for this purpose the
~astra is related.
(Kapila expounded thesamkhyasystem)
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As to the question by whom, the reply is: The secret (Iii.stra) was
expounded by the great seer.
Secret means 'not to be disclosed'. The secret taught by the
men who are not disciplined and not engaged in social restrictions
and personal restrictions etc., are not worth studying even if there is
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some respect for them. The greatest seer Kapila possessed of a body
with natural virtue, knowledge, detachment and lordly powers is the
first-born in the world. (It is) expounded by that Muni Kapila. The
term expounded means expounded in a right manner-it is because of
his capability of expounding the stream of learning practised for a
long time.
(Secrecy of the subject matter)
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It may be asked how is it secret. To this the reply is: how can
this Veda (source of learning) not be a secret?
(Contents of the Samikhya philosophy)
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(Where) by San aka Sanatana, Sanandana, Sanatkumara, etc.,
who were born in the beginning of the world, with regard to mortals:
The origin, duration and dissolution of the objects is considered.
Out of them duration (is considered) through the mention of
form, activity and result; origination (is considered) through 'from
the cosmic matter arises intellect, etc.', the dissolution is also
(taught) from the statements as because of the non-difference of the
world. The duration and origination are caused by non-satisfaction of
the desire of the cosmic matter and the conscious entity because the
::-ower of experiencing and the power of being experienced mutually
require each other. It is stated also.
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For the
tity, and for
scious entity)
and the blind.

perception of (the cosmic matter by) the conscious encosmic matter's purpose of the isolation (of the contakes 'place the contact of the two like that of the lame
The creation is caused by that .(k. 21).

Dissolution (is considered) as 'after getting separated from the,
body, when the cosmic matter ceases to act because the purpose is
fulfilled', etc. Or duration (is taught) through negating the momentariness because it does not meet destruction at the other time; because the production is the modification (of the material cause)
because that which did not exist is not produced and because there is
no possibility of a sudden production (i.e. without a cause). The dissolution also (is taught) with regard to the manifest objects which are
produced and are liable to that by nature with some other efficient
cause. And thus, the intellect,etc., are also included (considered).
I q;~crr~~?
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Opponent

: Then, the conscious entity, etc., are left out. How then

the word object (in the Kiirika) holds good?
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This is to negate the falsity of the objects. The sustenance,

etc., are said with reference

to all the objects which are not

false because the fresh (production)

and absolute (destruction)

are commonly negated.
In this case also, the production

and dissolution

also become

ap-

plicable to conscious entity, etc., also.
What is the reason?
Because it is common (to all objects) .
Reply:

The characteristic-

is applicable

(only) where it is possible.

Hence, in case of conscious entity, etc., there is merely the sustenance. In case of others, however, there are a11- sustenance,
production
1.

and dissolution-it

is what we understand.

This refers to the highest end of life, viz., liberation.

KARIKA 70
(Kapila related the sastra to Asuri)
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Opponent: To whom was this sastra related by the great seer?
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Proponent: THE MUNI IMPARTED THROUGH COMPASSION
THIS SUPREME AND SACRED SASTRA TO ASURI.
It is sacred because it purifies. It is supreme because it is
capable of destroying all the miseries. The other pure (or purif ying)
things like the recitation of particular group of mantras known as
aghamarsana and flowing Ganges, etc., wash away the sin partly
only. Therefore, the Muni imparted through compassion this
supreme sastra to Asuri.
(Compassion made Kapila to relate the ~astra to Asuri)
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Opponent : This imparting is wi.nout some cause, because
there is no possibility of virtue, etc., as the cause. The imparting of
this sastraby the seer for the purpose of virtue is not possible because there is no attachment to the fruit of the act. It is not for wealth
and the gratification of desires for it would involve the undesirable
contingency of absence of efforts (exertion) on the part of the disciples, It is not for the purpose of liberation because that is attained by the innate knowledge itself. Therefore, because of the
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impossibility, of some object other than these, through remainder it
is (the conclusion) that the author imparted this treasure of sastra
without some cause (or purpose).
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Proponent : It is not without some cause. On the contrary, he imparted it through compassion. After coming into contact with
Asuri who was tormented by bodily, extrinsic and divine
miseries and due to his on capability of imparting knowledge,
and thus due to the association of the cause and effect, after
knowing the presence of the miseries as also the qualities of the
disciple, thinking how can there be equilibrium in midst of
pleasuers and miseries due to the occurrence of knowledge in
case of Asuri and of others through 'him as it happened in his
own case, - - through this type of compassion the lord great
seer imparted the sastra.
(Asuri related the sastra to Paii'ca£ikha)
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As the great seer imparted it to Asuri, in the same way:
ASURI ALSO

to the tenth son lord:
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PANCASIKHA
AND BY HIM THE PHILOSOPHY WAS VARIOUSLY EXPLAINED.
It was explained to many like Janaka and Vasista. Since the
sastra enhanced further from the lord, its heritage unlike other
sastras connot be stated even in thousands of years.
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If this would have been the purpose of the teacher, the teacher
would have approached some disciples and the latter would not
have taken the trouble of approaching and requesting the
teacher.
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It is stated also :
WHATEVER TOPICS ARE IN THIS TEXT OF SEVEN1Y VERSES,
THEY ARE THE TOPICS OF THE ~~TITANTRA, EXCLUDING
THE NARRATIVES AND WITHOUT THE (DISCUSSION OF )
THEORIES OF OTHERS.
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In the case of one who does not like volumenousness and
brevity of the work written in the aphorism style by the earlier
authorities, the descriptions of the social stories' •........ this may have
given rise to the indifference. Due to the short span of life, th-it is not
,properly expounded (known) only through the text, not to speak of
hearing and practising it. The learning becomes well used or
employed in four ways; at the time of composition of the .raditional
work, at the time of study and at the time of practising it. There, the
whole span of life would be consumed at the time of composition of
the sacred work and as such there would arise the purposelessness of
the scripture. Hence, in order that there may be the capability of acquiring, retaining and practising it quickly even in case of dull-intellected also, having altogether surpassed the sentences put in the
midst of the narration of the stories in the ~a~~itantra for the compassion towards the disciples:
-I

_

BY ISV~~A

_

IN THESE VERSES IN ARYA METRE

Through this treatise containing seventy verses
WAS SUMMARISED BY THAT NOBLE MINDED (SAGE)
Who engaged in the welfare of all the beings

-.

AFTER DULY KNOWING THE THEORY (OF THE SAMKHYA)
Somehow he summarised in seventy of the aryas the theory of
the Samkhya contained in that (~a~titantra) which is a science of
right theories, entirely and in its essentials which is worth explaining
in the many hundreds and thousands of the texts.
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(Authors between pa'Ii'ca~ikha and Y{varakrsna)
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In brief this sastra (is handed over to us) through
Hariia,
Vaddhali, Kairat, Paurika, Ar~bheSvara, Pancadhi karesna, Patanjali,
Varsaga~ya, Kaupdinya, Miika, etc. (thus):
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THROUliH THE TRADITION OF PUPILS WAS THIS SASTRA,
THE SASTRA IS HELPFUL
AND COME THROUGH
ISVARAKRSNA ALSO HANDED DOWN TO US
(Purpose of the SAMKHYAKARIKA)
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Since the categories like cosmic matter, conscious entity etc.,
are accepted, taught and praised by the authorities.like NarayaQa,
Manu, J anaka, Va~i~ta, Dvaimpayana, to adopt the noble path
through the good fortune through the result of the natural lordly
powers, thought was given by Hvaralq~!1a whose intellect is efficient
in describing the nature of the categories with a view to logic putting
forth threefold means of knowledge in accordance with the sacred
work duly propounded by the great seer, etc. There is no trace of
fault in this which is like the lamp of pure gold.
It is stated also:
The light-like knowledge coming down from toe moom-likeseers to remove the darkness-like-ignorance is covered by the black
clouds (or dirty water of holy places). Therefore, the Yukidipikii
(illuminator of reasoning), remover of the darkness of perverted attitude and illuminator of the world, should be adopted by the gentle
men without any hesitation.
The speech of a wise man even clear in meaning and sweet
does not shine with a mischievous man; the lusture of the sun even
pragnent with fire loses its heat when winter approaches all around.
Since the noble persons raise the slightest virtues of others to height
with their capability, this effort of mine may be able to receive merely
the favour of its being considered by the noble persons.
Here ends the eleventh discourse and the fourth 'chapter of the
Yuktidipika a commentary on the Samkhykarika.
This is the work of Sri Viicaspatimi£ra (?)
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